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Abstract

Gray markets arise when an intermediary buys a product in a lower-priced, often emerging

market and resells it to compete with the product�s original manufacturer in a higher-priced, more

developed market. Evidence suggests that gray markets make the original manufacturer worse

o¤ globally by eroding pro�t margins in developed markets. Thus, it is interesting that many

�rms do not implement control systems to curb gray market activity. Our analysis suggests that

one possible explanation lies at the intersection of two economic phenomena: �rms investing to

build emerging market demand, and investments conferring positive externalities (spillovers) on a

rival�s demand. We �nd that gray markets amplify the incentives to invest in emerging markets,

because investments increase both emerging market consumption and the gray market�s cost base.

Moreover, when market-creating investments confer positive spillovers, each �rm builds its own

market more e¢ ciently. Thus, �rms can be better o¤ with gray markets when investments confer

spillovers, provided the spillover e¤ect is su¢ ciently large. These results provide a perspective

on why �rms might not implement control systems to prevent gray market distribution in sectors

where investment spillovers are common (e.g., the technology sector) and, more broadly, why gray

markets persist in the economy.

Keywords: gray markets, unauthorized distribution, emerging markets, investment spillovers,

management control systems.
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1 Introduction

Gray market goods are branded products initially sold in a market designated by the manufacturer,

but then resold through channels not authorized by that manufacturer into a di¤erent market.

When the price di¤erential across markets is large relative to transaction costs, entrepreneurial

gray marketers buy goods in the low-priced market and resell them in the high-priced market to

compete with the manufacturer�s authorized sellers. Emerging markets are often a key source of

gray market goods (Sakarya, Eckman, Hyllegard 2007; Letelier, Flores, Spinosa 2003). In these

markets, manufacturers often charge lower prices because of consumers� lower willingness to pay

for a product or in order to establish an early foothold in the market.

Gray markets a¤ect a wide variety of sectors (Antia, Bergen, Dutta and Fisher 2006). One

sector where gray markets are particularly prominent is the technology sector. A recent survey of

large high tech �rms by KPMG (2008) estimates that gray markets account for $58 billion per year

of lost sales in this sector. Furthermore, a wide variety of technology products have active gray

markets. For example, 210 million gray market cell phones were expected to ship globally in 2012,

comprising 13% of the global handset business (Yang 2012); 49% of the 1.07 million iPads sold in

China in the �rst half of �scal 2011 were gray market sourced (Kan 2011); in India, gray market

�ash cards captured 25% of the market (Guha 2010); in some geographic regions, gray market

sales of PCs have outnumbered authorized sales by two to one (Antia et al. 2006); and in the late

1990s, the gray marketing of software undercut the pro�tability of American retailers (Copeland

and Campbell 1999).

Given the large impact of gray markets on the technology sector, it is surprising to note that

technology companies do not always implement systems to control or monitor gray market dis-

tribution. For example, KPMG (2008) reports that 42% of its survey respondents did not have

a process to identify or monitor gray market activity. Additionally, in a �rm survey conducted

by Deloitte (2011), respondents felt that gray markets persisted primarily because of poor channel

internal controls (33% of respondents �number one response) and a lack of monitoring/detection

processes (25% of respondents �number two response). The combined evidence leads to two ques-

tions: Why are some technology �rms not implementing management control systems to curb gray

market activity? Given this widespread inaction, might there be an upside to gray market activity

for technology �rms?

We argue that this inaction may relate to the nature of the technology sector itself, and in
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particular the existence of positive investment externalities that are conferred on a competitor�s

demand when a �rm invests to build its own market. Positive investment externalities can arise

from various sources. For example, Lewis and Nguyen (2012) illustrate that �rm investments in

online advertising increase searches for not only the advertised brand, but also for other brands in

the advertiser�s category.

Our results suggest that a possible explanation for the pervasiveness of gray markets in certain

industries lies at the intersection of these investment externalities and a growth strategy that is

common amongst �rms entering emerging markets: investing in market creation to build demand in

the new market. These market-creating investments include building distribution networks, creating

marketing partners, and promoting advertising that informs or educates potential consumers about

bene�ts associated with the category. To provide a real world example of the interactions we seek

to document, we consider a technology product with the following characteristics: 1) an active

gray market, 2) a manufacturer that invests in market-creating investments to increase demand

in an emerging market, 3) positive externalities to investment that enhance an emerging market

opportunity for not only the �rm, but also its rivals, and 4) a manufacturer that has a muted

response to gray market activity.

We choose the example of Apple�s iPhone. First, the iPhone�s gray market is extremely active.

Second, Apple invests signi�cantly in building emerging markets. Third, Apple�s market-creating

investments for the iPhone arguably created positive externalities for other products in the cat-

egory. For example, as the �rst touchscreen smartphone to gain global prominence, Apple spent

considerable amounts educating consumers on how to use the iPhone. These investments shifted

global consumer preferences away from keyboard interfaces to touchscreen interfaces, and helped

build the touchscreen market for not only the iPhone, but also its touchscreen competitors like the

Samsung Galaxy and Google Android. Importantly, we also observe gray market activity across the

entire range of iPhone competitors. Finally, we note that popular press articles have commented

on Apple�s lack of interference with gray market iPhone sales. For example, �Apple doesn�t appear

to be doing much to combat its gray market success; in fact, if anything, it has taken steps to

encourage o¤-contract business in recent years, by selling factory unlocked devices directly through

its own store�(Etherington 2011).

To assess the impact of gray markets on �rm pro�ts when a �rm�s investments confer positive

externalities on its rivals, we present a model of Cournot competition where two �rms choose

production quantities in both a larger domestic market (where retail prices are higher) and a
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smaller emerging market (where retail prices are lower). Additionally, we incorporate a gray market

competitor � a Stackelberg follower in the game � that purchases volume from the smaller, less

expensive emerging market, and resells this volume in the higher-priced domestic market. Finally,

we allow each �rm to make market-creating investments in the �rst stage of the game. These

investments increase emerging market demand for the investing �rm and, when investment spillovers

exist, the investing �rm�s rival. We �nd that both �rms can be better o¤with gray markets when a

�rm�s investments confer positive externalities on a rival�s demand. This result arises from several

forces that a¤ect each �rm�s pro�ts in the two markets.

First, because of lost domestic sales resulting from the gray market�s diversion, �rm pro�ts in

the domestic market are always lower when gray markets exist. This �nding echoes the anecdotal

and empirical evidence of domestic manufacturers observing reduced pro�ts due to increased gray

market cannibalization (e.g., KPMG 2008). However, each �rm�s investment in the emerging market

is strictly larger when gray markets exist. This outcome arises because gray markets provide each

�rm with an added incentive to increase emerging market demand. Speci�cally, by investing more

to increase demand, not only does each �rm increase emerging market consumption for its product,

it also limits the gray market�s arbitrage opportunity by increasing emerging market prices. These

larger investments have both positive and negative impacts on each �rm�s pro�ts. On the one

hand, investments are costly and the costs are increasing in the investment�s size. It follows that, as

investments are strictly larger in a gray market setting, so too are their costs, and these higher costs

lead to lower �rm pro�ts when gray markets exist. On the other hand, the larger the investment in

the emerging market, the greater the emerging market consumption, retail prices, and pro�ts for

each �rm. Thus, larger investments also have a positive impact on �rm pro�ts when gray markets

exist.

In a setting where �rms make investments with no spillovers, the aforementioned costs outweigh

the bene�ts, and �rms are better o¤ in an economy without gray markets. Conversely, in a setting

where �rms make investments that do have spillover e¤ects on a rival�s demand, either the negative

or positive forces discussed above can dominate. The positive forces may dominate because a

�rm increases demand for its product in the emerging market more e¢ ciently when investments

confer positive spillovers. Said di¤erently, the return on investment, measured as the ratio of

increased demand to the cost of the investment, increases in the magnitude of the spillover e¤ect.

Because gray markets induce larger investments, and investments are more e¢ cient when they

confer spillovers, �rms can be better o¤with gray markets than without them provided the spillover
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e¤ect is su¢ ciently large.

This inference helps to explain why industries where positive investment externalities are com-

mon, like the technology sector, appear to allow gray market activity to thrive. Conversely, it also

explains why some industries vigorously crack down on gray market activity. For example, relative

to the technology sector, investments in the North American auto industry tend to be very asset

speci�c. In turn, these investments have either a negligible or little positive e¤ect on a competitor�s

demand. Interestingly, in order to reduce (or eliminate) the gray market distribution of American

cars to Canadian consumers, auto manufacturers have recently begun to not honor U.S. warranties

when cars are purchased in the U.S. and exported to Canada. This strategy seems to be consistent

with the model�s prediction of a strict preference for �rms to control gray markets when investments

yield muted demand spillovers on a �rm�s rivals.

Our results are also robust to a number of extensions. In our �rst extension we assess a di¤erent

source of investment externality: complementary goods. When products are complements, any

investment to build demand for one product also increases demand for the other. We �nd that

both �rms can be better o¤ with gray markets when products are complements, even if there is

no other source of investment externality aside from the complementarity of the products. In a

second extension, we allow each �rm to stop its own gray market without cost. Consistent with the

�ndings in the main model, we �nd a unique, pure strategy equilibrium where both �rms are better

o¤ allowing their respective gray market to operate, provided the emerging market is large enough.

Finally we con�rm that our results are robust to making the gray market more competitive and to

changing the nature of competition in the market.

The paper proceeds as follows. We review the literature on �rm outcomes and gray markets in

Section 2. Section 3 introduces the main model and analyzes the results. In Section 4, we present

several extensions for robustness. In Section 5, we conclude.

2 Literature Review

The literature assessing gray markets and their impact on �rms �nds the nearly unanimous result

that gray markets make original manufacturers less pro�table. For example, Antia et al. (2006),

Assmus and Wiese (1995), Autrey and Bova (2012), Cavusgil and Sikora (1988), Cespedes, Corey

and Rangan (1988), Li and Robles (2007), Ahmadi and Yang (2000), Maskus and Chen (2004), and

Weigand (1991) take the position that gray markets are a problem for manufacturers for reasons

that include: increased competition which leads to narrower manufacturer pro�t margins, losing
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control of distribution, a decreased ability to price discriminate, a mitigated incentive to invest in

research and development, and the erosion of brand equity.

We note that our model shares some common features with a dual distribution setup (see Arya

and Mittendorf (2013a, 2013b)), in which a focal �rm in essence divides into two �rms and competes

as two franchises (e.g., a traditional retailer and an online store). Both a gray market competitor

and an extra authorized channel (e.g., an online store) increase competition in the market. For

example, if a �rm originally competes in a duopoly, the inclusion of either a gray market competitor

or an additional authorized distributor increases the number of competitors in the market from two

to three. However, in the dual distribution setup, the initiating �rm can often be better o¤, even if

dual distribution does not lead to an increase in the size of the market. For example, in a Cournot

model of dual distribution, although a �rm dividing itself into two competitors makes competition

more intense and thus lowers total industry pro�ts, the focal �rm now enjoys a larger share of the

industry pro�ts, and is ultimately better o¤ enjoying a larger share of a smaller pie (see Baye,

Crocker, and Ju 1996).

Unlike the dual distribution setting, the focal �rm is strictly worse o¤ if the new competitor

in the market is the gray market. While a focal �rm earns higher pro�t in the emerging market

on sales to the gray marketer, these additional sales are not enough to o¤set the impact that

the gray market has on both eroding total industry pro�ts and reducing the �rm�s share of total

industry pro�ts. Speci�cally, the focal �rm now obtains less than half of a smaller domestic pro�t

pie (with a gray marketer) versus half of a larger domestic pro�t pie (without a gray marketer).

The conventional wisdom, then, is that dual distribution leads to �rms being better o¤ while gray

markets lead to �rms being worse o¤.

In this light, it is interesting that gray markets persist even when �rms have the ability to elimi-

nate them by implementing comparatively inexpensive control mechanisms. These mechanisms may

include the systematic testing of all incentivized transactions, monitoring the Internet and other

sources for price anomalies, and insisting that channel partners assess their own internal control en-

vironments (Deloitte 2011). The observation that �rms are not implementing these sorts of control

mechanisms is especially puzzling, given evidence that management control systems are typically

e¤ective at preventing undesired behavior (see Abernethy and Lillis 1995, Ittner and Larcker 1997,

Lang�eld-Smith 1997, Chenhall 2003, Abernethy, Bowens, and van Lent 2004). We believe that our

model of market-creating investments with positive externalities provides a plausible explanation

for this unexpected behavior.
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3 Main Model

Our model consists of a setting with two distinct markets; we refer to the larger market as the

domestic market, and the smaller as the emerging market. In our analysis, we model the gray

market product as a perfect substitute for the authorized product (i.e., the size of the market, the

slope for demand, and the substitutability of the two products are identical (Singh and Vives 1984)).

While it is plausible that consumers may have a lower willingness to pay for some gray market

products, we also believe that, increasingly, gray market goods are viewed as perfect substitutes for

their authorized counterparts. For example, gray markets provide well-known retailers such as Wal-

Mart, Target, and Costco with the opportunity to o¤er a perfect substitute for the manufacturer�s

authorized product (Stohr 2012). Further, a common justi�cation for the inferiority of gray market

products is that they lack warranty protection (e.g., Ahmadi and Yang 2000). However, increasingly

retailers such as Costco o¤er their own warranties for products sourced through the gray market

when the manufacturer does not o¤er a warranty for these goods. Finally, by assuming that the

gray market product is a perfect substitute for the authorized product, we allow for the gray

market to have its maximum impact on cannibalizing the original manufacturer�s domestic sales

and, accordingly, on eroding its global pro�ts. This modeling choice should, in turn, bias our results

away from �nding evidence that original manufacturers prefer gray markets to not preferring them.

The timeline is shown in Figure 1. In the �rst stage of the model, each �rm chooses its

level of market-creating investments, xi � 0, at a cost of xi2, following the standard quadratic cost

function. Examples of market-creating investments include building distribution networks, creating

marketing partners, and advertising that informs or educates potential consumers about bene�ts

associated with the category. These investments increase the size of the emerging market by xi

for the investing �rm, but also increase the size of the emerging market by �xi , where � 2 (0; 1],

for its rival. The parameter � represents the extent of investment spillovers, or the increase in the

rival�s emerging market demand that results from the investing �rm�s market-creating investments.

In the second stage, the two �rms engage in di¤erentiated Cournot quantity competition simul-

taneously in both markets. Demand curves in each market are generated from quadratic consumer

utility preferences as in Singh and Vives (1984). We de�ne  2 (0; 1) as the degree of substitutabil-

ity between the �rms�products. As  ! 0, the products become perfectly di¤erentiated. As  ! 1,

the products become perfect substitutes.

In the domestic market, each �rm chooses the quantity qi � 0 to produce for sale in its domestic
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Each firm chooses xi,
the amount by which to
grow emerging market
demand.

Each firm simultaneously chooses
qi, the quantity to be sold in the
domestic market and QEi, the total
quantity to be sold in the emerging
market.

The gray marketer chooses qG1

and qG2, the quantity of gray
market product to be bought in
the emerging market and sold in
the domestic market.

Figure 1: Timeline

market at price pi � 0, given the following inverse demand curve (i 6= j 2 f1; 2g):

pi = 1� (qi + qGi)�  (qj + qGj) (1)

Each �rm�s inverse demand curve in the emerging market is as follows (i 6= j 2 f1; 2g):

pEi = E + xi + �xj � (QEi � qGi)�  (QEj � qGj) (2)

The emerging market is smaller as re�ected by the demand intercept, E, which we assume to be

less than 1. In the emerging market, each �rm chooses quantity QEi � 0 to sell in the emerging

market at price pEi � 0. This QEi includes both sales to the gray marketer, qGi � 0, and sales to

consumers in the emerging market, qEi = QEi � qGi � 0. Additionally, we assume that emerging

market consumers and the gray marketer pay the same retail price, pEi, for product purchased in

the emerging market.

We also note that the qGi units diverted to the domestic market do not satisfy demand in the

emerging market. Only the qEi units that are not siphoned o¤ by the gray marketer are available

to satisfy the demand of the local end users. As qEi determines the retail price, pEi, that emerging

market consumers are willing to pay in Cournot market, and because we assume that the gray

market and local consumers pay the same price, qEi in turn determines the market price that clears

the emerging market. Importantly, the quantity consumed by emerging market consumers, qEi,

is strictly lower when a gray marketer is present, ceteris paribus (a point we expand on below).

In turn, the emerging market retail price that clears that market is higher when a gray market

exists, because emerging market consumers procure fewer products for consumption. Finally, in

the game�s third stage, the gray market �rm chooses the quantity qGi of each �rm�s product to

divert from the emerging market to the domestic market.
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We solve the model by backward induction. The gray marketer�s objective function is:

MaxqG1;qG2 �G = qG1 (p1 � pE1) + qG2 (p2 � pE2) (3)

subject to equations (1) and (2).

Substituting these constraints into (3), taking �rst order conditions with respect to qG1 and

qG2, and solving, we obtain the following best response function (i 6= j 2 f1; 2g):

qGi (qi; QEi) =
1�  � (qi �QEi)

�
1� 2

�
� [E (1� ) + xi (1� �) + xj (� � )]
4(1� 2) (4)

We also assess settings where no gray market exists. In these settings, qGi = 0 (i = 1; 2).

Anticipating the gray market demand, in the second stage each �rm�s objective is as follows

(i = 1; 2):

Maxqi;QEi �i = qi (pi) + (QEi) (pEi)� xi2 (5)

subject to equations (1), (2), and either (4) or qGi = 0, depending on whether the gray market

exists or not, respectively.

To solve, we take the �rst order conditions with respect to q1; q2; QE1 and QE2, which creates

a system of four equations and four unknowns. The resulting equilibrium quantities are as follows

(i 6= j 2 f1; 2g):

q�i =
1

2 + 
;Q�Ei =

E(2� ) + xi(2� �) + xj(2� � )
4� 2 (6)

Interestingly, we note that for a given set of investment levels, xi and xj , the equilibrium

quantities in the domestic and emerging markets, q�i and Q
�
Ei, are identical and strictly positive

whether gray markets are active or not. An explanation for this outcome can be gleaned from an

example in Tirole (1988, pg. 316). In the example, a Stackelberg leader sets the same quantity in a

Cournot economy irrespective of whether a Stackelberg follower exists or not, provided a.) demand

is linear, b.) the Stackelberg leader and Stackelberg follower produce perfect substitutes, and c.)

the Stackelberg leader commits to its quantity decision. All of these provisions are also assumed

in our model (where the Stackelberg leaders and the Stackelberg follower are represented by the

competing �rms and the gray market, respectively). These model assumptions provide some insight

as to why the �rms�quantity choices are invariant to the gray market�s existence.

Thus, when no gray market exists, Q�Ei = qEi, and all of the product produced in the emerging

market is consumed locally. When gray markets are active, Q�Ei � qGi = qEi, and part of the

emerging market quantity is siphoned o¤ by the gray market leaving less product available for

emerging market consumers. As we note above, the emerging market pricing function in (2) is
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decreasing in the amount of product consumed locally by emerging market consumers, qEi. Thus,

we should expect strictly higher emerging market prices, pEi, for a given set of investment levels

xi and xj when gray markets are active, given that the product consumed locally, qEi, is strictly

lower in a gray market setting.

We obtain the equilibrium gray market quantities by substituting the second-stage solutions

into the best response functions in (4), which yields (i 6= j 2 f1; 2g):

q�Gi =
(1� E)

�
2� 3 + 2

�
� xi

�
2� 3� + 2

�
� xj

�
2� + �2 � 3

�
4(4� 52 + 4) (7)

Our main analysis proceeds as follows. We begin with the following two benchmark cases: (1)

�rms cannot invest to increase emerging market demand (i.e. xi = 0; i = 1; 2). In this setting we

calculate and compare �rm pro�ts when gray markets exist and when gray markets do not exist.

(2) Market-creating investments are possible, but there is no spillover (i.e. � = 0). In this setting,

we complete the backward induction by calculating optimal investment levels in the �rst stage of

the game. We then calculate and compare �rm pro�ts when gray markets exist and when gray

markets do not exist.

Finally, in our focal case, we analyze a situation with both investments and spillovers. As in the

previous setting, we complete the backward induction by calculating optimal investment levels in

the �rst stage of the game, and then calculate and compare �rm pro�ts across di¤erent settings. We

�rst demonstrate that �rms are strictly better o¤without gray markets unless investment spillovers

exist. We then characterize the conditions under which both �rms are better o¤ with gray markets

when investments confer positive spillovers.

3.1 No market-creating investments and no spillovers

In the �rst benchmark scenario, �rms cannot make market-creating investments. To determine the

impact of gray markets in this setting, we derive the equilibrium pro�ts when gray markets are

active and when they are not. To facilitate comparisons, we use the superscript GB to designate

the benchmark setting with gray markets and the superscript B to designate the benchmark setting

with no gray markets.

We obtain the equilibrium quantities for each �rm by substituting xi = 0 into equations (6)

and (7). We then substitute these equilibrium quantities into equation (5) to yield the equilibrium

pro�t:

�GBi =
3 + 2E + 3E2

4(2 + )2
; i = 1; 2 (8)
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When there is no investment or gray markets (i.e. qGi = 0; i = 1; 2), the model is simply the

standard di¤erentiated Cournot model, with the following well-known equilibrium pro�ts:

�Bi =
1 + E2

(2 + )2
; i = 1; 2 (9)

It is straightforward to show that �Bi > �GBi for all  2 (0; 1) and E 2 (0; 1). Therefore, in the

absence of market-creating investments, �rms are strictly better o¤ without gray markets.

3.2 Market-creating investments and no spillovers

For the next benchmark scenario, �rms have the option to invest in market-creating activities such

as developing distribution networks, listings, relationships with foreign partners, or perhaps simply

advertising. However here, a �rm�s market-creating investments have no e¤ect on the competitor�s

demand (i.e., � = 0). We denote the setting with market-creating investments but no spillovers

with the superscripts GX and X, respectively, to indicate active gray markets or no gray markets.

To obtain the pro�t-maximizing level of market-creating investment, we continue with backward

induction. Anticipating the optimal quantities obtained in the second stage of the game with active

gray markets, each �rm now maximizes equation (5) with respect to xi, subject to the equilibrium

quantities from equations (6) and (7). Substituting in these constraints and taking �rst-order

conditions with respect to x1 and x2 , we solve to obtain the following optimal investment level

(i = 1; 2):

xGXi =
2(1 + 3E)

26 + 4(4� 2 � 2) > 0 (10)

The equilibrium quantities for each �rm are found by substituting xGX1 and xGX2 into the second-

stage solutions in (6) and (7). Although q�i and Q
�
Ei are strictly positive, for some parameter values

q�Gi can be negative; these parameter values correspond to the situation in which E + x
GX
i > 1. In

other words, for these parameter values the market-creating investment causes the emerging market

to become larger than the domestic market. In that situation, the available arbitrage opportunity

would be for the gray marketer to divert product from the domestic market to the emerging market.

To rule out this possibility and ensure that q�Gi � 0, we make the technical assumption that

E < E
GX � 6+4�22�3

(2�)(2+)2 . At the other end of the parameter continuum, the arbitrage opportunity

might be so appealing that the gray marketer would like to divert more units than are available

in the emerging markets. To represent the upper bound of quantity available for diversion (i.e.,

q�Gi � Q�Ei), we make the additional technical assumption that E > EGX �
2�2

(5+4)(4�2) . Another
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way to interpret this assumption is that the �rm will not enter an emerging market that supplies

only a gray marketer.

Finally, we obtain the equilibrium pro�ts for each �rm by substituting in the optimal investment

from (10) and all equilibrium quantities into equation (5):

�GXi =
2

3(2 + )2
+
(1 + 3E)2

�
13� 82 + 4

�
3(13 + 8 � 42 � 23)2

; i = 1; 2 (11)

When there is no gray market diversion, each �rm solves the �rst-stage game for optimal investment

as above, but using qGi = 0 (i = 1; 2) in place of (7). This yields the optimal market-creating

investments and pro�ts without gray markets (i = 1; 2):

xXi =
2E

6 + 4 � 22 � 3 > 0 (12)

�Xi =
1

(2 + )2
+
E2
�
12� 82 + 4

�
(6 + 4 � 22 � 3)2

(13)

Our �rst result compares the equilibrium levels of market-creating investments and the equilib-

rium �rm pro�ts, with and without active gray markets. The feasible region in this setting consists

of all E 2 (EGX ;EGX);  2 (0;1); and � = 0.

Proposition 1 In a setting without investment spillovers:

1. Each �rm spends more on market-creating investments when gray markets are active (i.e.,

xGXi > xXi ; i = 1; 2).

2. Each �rm is strictly worse o¤ when gray markets are active (i.e., �GXi < �Xi ; i = 1; 2).

PROOF: All proofs are in the Online Appendix.

Note that each �rm�s investment in the emerging market is strictly larger when gray markets

exist. This outcome arises because gray markets provide each �rm with an added incentive to

increase emerging market demand. Speci�cally, by investing more to increase demand, not only

does each �rm increase emerging market consumption for its product, it also limits the gray market�s

arbitrage opportunity by increasing its cost base. While these larger investments result in greater

emerging market pro�ts for each �rm, these increased pro�ts are not enough to outweigh the costs

related to gray market cannibalization in the domestic market. This leads to both �rms being

strictly worse o¤ in an economy with gray markets when investments confer no spillovers on a

rival�s demand.
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3.3 Market-creating investments and spillovers

In this subsection, we present the main model. Here, both �rms can invest in market-creating

activities in the emerging market, and investments increase not only the focal �rm�s demand but

also the competitor�s demand. Speci�cally, we de�ne the spillover e¤ect for Firm i as an increase

in the emerging market demand intercept of � 2 (0; 1] times the investment choice of its rival, xj .

We solve the �rst-stage game exactly as in the previous subsection, except that we do not restrict

the spillover parameter � to zero. We denote the settings with market-creating investments and

spillovers with the superscripts G� and �, respectively, to indicate active gray markets or no gray

markets.

When gray markets are active, the optimal investment level is as follows (i = 1; 2):

xG�i =
(1 + 3E)(2� �)

26� 3�(2� ) + 3�2 + 4(4� 2 � 2)
> 0 (14)

Similar to the previous subsection, we again impose two technical assumptions to ensure that

equilibrium gray market quantities are non-negative (i.e., q�Gi � 0), and that they do not exceed

the available supply (i.e. q�Gi � Q�Ei). Accordingly, we restrict E < E �
2(3��)+(1+�)�+(4�2�2)

(2�)(2+)2

and E > E � 2�2�+�(1+�)�2
(5+4)(4�2) , respectively.

Finally, we obtain the equilibrium pro�ts for each �rm by substituting in the equilibrium in-

vestment and all equilibrium quantities into equation (5):

�G�i =
2

3(2 + )2
+
(1 + 3E)2

�
52 + 12� � 2

�
32 + 3�2

�
+ 44

�
3
�
26� 3�(2� ) + 3�2 + 4(4� 2 � 2)

�2 ; i = 1; 2 (15)

When there is no gray market diversion (i.e. qGi = 0; i = 1; 2), the optimal market-creating invest-

ments and pro�ts are as follows (i = 1; 2):

x�i =
E(2� �)

6� �(2� ) + �2 + (4� 2 � 2)
> 0 (16)

��i =
1

(2 + )2
+

E2
�
12 + 4� � 2

�
8 + �2

�
+ 4

��
6� �(2� ) + �2 + (4� 2 � 2)

�2 (17)

Comparing the equilibrium levels of market-creating investments with and without active gray

markets, we again �nd that each �rm invests more when facing active gray markets. However, in

contrast to Section 3.2, pro�ts can be higher or lower when there are gray markets. We characterize

the parameter region in which �rms are better o¤ with gray markets in Proposition 2. The feasible

region in this setting consists of all E 2 (E;E);  2 (0;1); and � 2 (0; 1].

Proposition 2 Let �� = 
2 . In a setting with market-creating investments and spillovers:

12
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Figure 2: With investment spillovers of � = 1, the feasible region lies between the solid lines:
Between E� (dashed line) and E

G�
, �rms are better o¤ with gray markets.

1. Each �rm spends more on market-creating investments when gray markets are active (i.e.,

xG�i > x�i ; i = 1; 2).

2. Provided � > ��; there exists a boundary E� such that each �rm is strictly better o¤ with gray

markets (i.e., �G�i > ��i ; i = 1; 2) for all feasible E > E
�. When � � ��; the �rms are weakly

worse o¤ with gray markets (i.e., �G�i � ��i ; i = 1; 2) for all feasible E.

Proposition 2 presents the overall e¤ect of several competing forces. On the one hand, the gray

market increases the number of competitors in the domestic market, which lowers each �rm�s pro�ts

in the domestic market. In addition, each �rm invests more in the emerging market when gray

markets are present, and those market-creating investments are both costly and increasing in the

investment size. On the other hand, market-creating investments help the �rm in two ways. First,

�rm investments increase the market-clearing price in the emerging market, which increases pro�t

in the emerging market. Second, �rm investments also increase the gray market�s cost base which

reduces its competitiveness in the domestic market and leads to less cannibalization of domestic

pro�ts.

When investment spillovers are nonexistent, as in Proposition 1, the negative forces dominate,

and �rms are strictly better o¤ in an economy without gray markets. Conversely, in a setting

where each �rm�s market-creating investments have spillover e¤ects, either the negative or pos-

itive forces can dominate, as shown in Figure 2. This outcome is driven by the positive exter-

nality conferred on each competitor�s demand in the emerging market. This positive investment

13



externality not only makes the emerging market demand larger for each �rm than in a setting

with no investment spillovers (e.g., xG�i + �xG�j > xGXi , for all feasible ; �;E) but, importantly,

allows each �rm to more e¢ ciently build its own market. In other words, the return on invest-

ment, measured as the ratio of the increase in market demand relative to the cost to increase

demand, is higher when investments confer spillovers than when investments confer no spillovers

(e.g.,
�
xG�i + �xG�j

�
=
�
xG�i

�2
> xGXi =

�
xGXi

�2
; for all feasible ; �;E). As � increases, so does

the e¢ ciency of the �rm�s investment, and the bene�ts to gray markets (i.e., higher emerging mar-

ket consumption and gray market cost base) eventually outweigh the costs to gray markets (i.e.,

cannibalization of domestic product and larger investments costs). When the spillover e¤ect is

su¢ ciently large (i.e., � > �� = =2), each �rm may be better o¤ with gray markets than without

them.

Thought of in economic terms, each �rm invests until the marginal return from investment

equals the marginal cost of investment. When a gray market is introduced with no spillovers,

the marginal return for a given investment level increases because the investment is preventing

cannibalization in the domestic market. When there are spillovers, the marginal return for a given

investment level increases not only because of cannibalism prevention, but also because the other

�rm is investing more and that makes the focal �rm�s investment more valuable.

We note that the threshold �� increases in the substitutability parameter, : The intuition

behind this result is straightforward. Because higher  (i.e., the level of substitutability between

the competing �rms�products) leads to more cannibalized domestic sales for both the focal �rm and

its rival, as  approaches 1 (i.e., each �rm produces a near perfect substitute), the aggregate negative

forces associated with gray markets increase, resulting in a correspondingly higher threshold �� over

which the bene�ts from gray markets will outweigh the costs from the gray market.

Finally, conditional on � > ��, both �rms are better o¤with gray markets provided the emerging

market is large enough (i.e., E > E�). The smaller the emerging market, the lower the emerging

market retail price and, in turn, the lower the gray market�s cost base. A lower cost base allows the

gray marketer to be more competitive in the domestic market leading to more cannibalized sales

from the domestic �rm. For su¢ ciently low E, the larger market-creating investments brought on

by the gray market�s existence do not increase the gray market�s cost base enough to outweigh

the negatives of gray market cannibalization. Once E > E�, however, the emerging market is

large enough such that, following each �rm�s investment, the gray market becomes su¢ ciently

uncompetitive and both �rms are better o¤ with gray markets.
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4 Model Extensions

4.1 Complementary Goods and Investments

In the previous section, our results show that �rms are better o¤ with gray markets provided there

are su¢ cient positive externalities (i.e., spillovers) generated when �rms make market-creating

investments in the emerging market. In our �rst extension, we demonstrate the model�s robustness

to a di¤erent source of positive externality, complementary goods. Speci�cally, we consider a

setting in which the focal �rm invests in the emerging market and the economy is characterized

by products that are complements as opposed to substitutes. When products are complements,

any market-creating investment for one �rm�s product also increases demand for the other �rm�s

product.

To analyze a setting with complementary goods and no spillovers, we use the model from Section

3.2 (i.e., a market where � = 0) but assume that the �rms produce complements (i.e.,  2 (�1; 0))

instead of substitutes. Note that all of the optimal investments, quantities, and pro�ts are identical

to those in Section 3.2, except that we now consider outcomes over the range  2 (�1; 0) as opposed

to  2 (0; 1). The feasible region in this setting consists of all E 2 (EGX ;EGX);  2 (�1; 0); and

� = 0.

Proposition 3 In a setting with complementary products and market-creating investments with no

investment spillovers:

1. Each �rm spends more on market-creating investments when gray markets are active (i.e.,

xGXi > xXi ; i = 1; 2).

2. There exists a boundary E�� such that each �rm is strictly better o¤ with gray markets for

all feasible E > E�� and weakly worse o¤ with gray markets for all feasible E � E��. (I.e.,

�GXi > �Xi ; i = 1; 2 if and only if E > E
��:)

This result is driven by the same forces as the spillover results in Proposition 2. Speci�cally, in

an economy with complementary products, when a focal �rm invests in the emerging market, there

is a positive externality generated on its competitor�s demand. Similar to a setting with investment

spillovers, provided the emerging market is large enough, this positive externality leads to larger,

more cost-e¢ cient investments for each �rm, and each �rm is better o¤ with gray markets than

without them.
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Figure 3: With no investment spillovers (� = 0), the feasible region lies between the solid lines:

Between E�� (dashed line) and E
GX
, �rms are better o¤ with gray markets.

To provide additional intuition for how positive investment externalities can lead to �rms being

better o¤ with gray markets, we contrast the results from Propositions 1 and 3. In both settings,

market-creating investments create no spillovers (i.e., � = 0). In the �rst setting, �rms produce

substitute goods. In the second setting, investments confer a positive externality on a rival�s demand

through the complementary nature of the products.

As can be seen in Figure 3, in a market with no investment spillovers, �rms are strictly worse o¤

with gray markets if they produce substitutes. If �rms produce complements, however, there exists

an emerging market size threshold above which both �rms are better o¤ with gray markets. These

results echo our �ndings in Proposition 2, and broaden the reach of our results from investment

spillovers in particular to positive investment externalities in general.

4.2 Endogenizing the Gray Market

The original model exogenously determined whether the gray market existed or not. We now extend

the model to consider the outcomes when each �rm has the ability to stop the gray market for its

own product without cost. To analyze this scenario, we return to our main model of investment

spillovers from Section 3.3, and consider whether a �rm might prefer to stop its own gray market

and free ride on the spillover e¤ects of a competitor�s market-creating investments.

To endogenize the gray market, we include an additional decision at the beginning of the game

as shown in Figure 4. Speci�cally, each �rm now chooses whether to stop the gray market for its
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Each firm chooses xi,
the amount by which
to grow emerging
market demand.

Each firm simultaneously
chooses qi, the quantity to be
sold in the domestic market
and QEi, the total quantity to
be sold in the emerging
market.

The  gray  marketer  chooses
qG1 and qG2,  the  amount  of
gray  market  product  to  be
bought  in  the  emerging
market  and  sold  in  the
domestic market.

Each firm chooses
whether or not to
costlessly stop the
gray market.

Figure 4: Timeline for Endogenous Gray Markets

own product without cost. We denote the strategy combinations of Firms 1 and 2 by superscripts

fs1; s2g, where G implies that the �rm has allowed the gray market for its product and N means

that the �rm has decided not to allow the gray market for its product.

For tractability, we �x � in this setting. We present the analysis for � = 1 because it results in

the least cumbersome expressions mathematically, but note that our results are robust to setting

� to other values.

Using backward induction, we solve the game with the addition of the new �rst stage. Note

that all of the optimal investments, quantities, and pro�ts when either both �rms allow or both

�rms do not allow the gray market are identical to those in Section 3.3, and thus �G�i

���
�=1

= �GGi

and ��i

���
�=1

= �NNi . The feasible region in this situation consists of all E 2 (E;E);  2 (0; 1); and

� = 1.

We also analyze the model with the �rms making asymmetric decisions in the �rst stage.

Without loss of generality, we assume that Firm 1 chooses not to allow the gray market and Firm

2 chooses to allow the gray market. We obtain �NGi using the same procedure as before, except

that in stage 4, the gray market is constrained to choose qG1 = 0 and chooses only qG2 to maximize

equation (3). The resulting equilibrium investments and quantities in the asymmetric case are as
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follows:

qNG�1 =
8�  � 42 +  (1� ) (E + x1 + x2)

(2 + ) (8� 52) (18)

qNG�2 =
16� 92 � 3 � 2(1� )(E + x1 + x2)

2 (2 + ) (8� 52) (19)

QNG�E1 =
 (1� ) +

�
8�  � 42

�
(E + x1 + x2)

(2 + ) (8� 52) (20)

QNG�E2 =
�2 (1� ) +

�
16� 92 � 3

�
(E + x1 + x2)

2 (2 + ) (8� 52) (21)

Solving the second-stage game yields the equilibrium investment levels:

xNG�1 =

�
16 + 32 � 22 � 363 � 224 + 125 + 96

+E
�
256� 64 � 3122 + 563 + 1124 � 125 � 96

� �
2(288 + 544 � 2442 � 6603 � 494 + 2025 + 546) (22)

xNG�2 =

�
48 + 32 � 1022 � 43 + 444 � 85 � 6
+E

�
192� 2242 � 163 + 664 + 85 + 6

� �
2(288 + 544 � 2442 � 6603 � 494 + 2025 + 546) (23)

The resulting equilibrium �rm pro�ts for asymmetric decisions, �NG1
�
= �GN2

�
and �NG2

�
= �GN1

�
,

are lengthy expressions and are provided in the Appendix. Paralleling Section 3.3, we again impose

two technical assumptions to ensure that the equilibrium gray market quantity for the �rm that

chooses to allow the gray market is non-negative (i.e., q�G2 � 0), and that the �rm�s gray market

does not exceed the available supply in the emerging market (i.e. q�G2 � Q�E2). The restrictions

are E < E
NG � 1 � 2

(2+)2
and E > ENG � 1 + 1

2+ +
4(5�4)
9(8�52) +

622�206�2312
9(�40+222+33) , respectively.

These feasibility region boundaries are somewhat more restrictive than the conditions of Section

3.3: In particular, E
��
�=1

= E
NG

and Ej�=1 < ENG. Therefore, the feasible region for the next

proposition consists of all E 2 (ENG;ENG);  2 (0; 1); and � = 1. Within the feasible region,

we �nd that each �rm�s equilibrium pro�t can be higher by allowing the gray market to exist,

whether its rival chooses to stop or allow the gray market to operate (i.e., there are settings where

�GGi > �NGi and �GNi > �NNi ; i = 1; 2 ). Proposition 4 characterizes the parameter region in which

there is a unique, pure strategy equilibrium where both �rms are better o¤ allowing gray markets.

Proposition 4 There exists a boundary E� in the feasible region. For all feasible E > E� , there

is a unique, pure strategy equilibrium in which both �rms allow the gray market for their respective

products to exist.

Proposition 4 states that, even if either �rm had the ability to costlessly stop its own gray

market, provided the emerging market is large enough, each �rm has an incentive to allow its own
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gray market to continue. This result obtains because market-creating investments are strictly larger

for both �rms when gray markets exist for both products, than if gray markets exist for one product

or neither product. Note also that allowing the gray market to continue when it could be stopped

allows the �rm to credibly commit to a higher investment level. In turn, this allows for better

investment coordination between a �rm and its rival. Finally, this result also provides another

perspective on why �rms may not implement management control systems meant to mitigate gray

market distribution, even if implementing such control systems was costless.

4.3 Competition in the Gray Market

To assess whether the lack of competition in the gray market institution drives the results in the

main model, we extend the model to allow competing gray market �rms. We return to the main

setting with investment spillovers and the timeline of Figure 1. However, we now assume that two

gray marketers exist, and that each gray marketer specializes in obtaining and reselling the product

of a single manufacturer. The additional gray marketer intensi�es competition in the domestic

market, leading to increased cannibalization of domestic products compared to a setting where one

gray marketer supplies both products. To simplify the expressions for a crisper presentation, we

set  = 1 for this subsection; however we note that the results are robust for all  2 (0; 1). We

denote the setting with multiple gray marketers with the superscript 2G�.

We again analyze the model of Section 3.3, using the same procedure as before, except that in

stage 3, each gray marketer simultaneously chooses the quantity qGi; as follows:

MaxqGi�Gi = qGi (pi � pEi) ; i = 1; 2 (24)

subject to demand conditions given in equations (1) and (2). The resulting optimal gray market

quantities are as follows (i 6= j 2 f1; 2g):

q2G�Gi (qi; qj ; QEi; QEj) =
1

6

�
1� (qi �QEi)� (qj �QEj)

� [E + xi (2� �)� xj (1� 2�)]

�
(25)

Using backward induction, in the second stage game, we determine the manufacturers�equilibrium

quantities to be (i 6= j 2 f1; 2g):

q2G��i =
1

6
(2� 3xi (1� �) + 3xj (1� �)) (26)

Q2G��Ei =
1

6
(2E + xi (7� 5�)� xj (5� 7�)) (27)
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Solving the �rst stage game yields the following equilibrium investment levels by each manufacturer

(i = 1; 2):

x2G��i =
1 + 11E + � � 7E�
43� 4� + 7�2

> 0 (28)

We again require two technical assumptions to ensure that equilibrium gray market quantities are

non-negative (i.e., q�Gi � 0), and that they do not exceed the available supply (i.e. q�Gi � Q�Ei).

Accordingly, we compute the feasible region and restrict E < 1
9

�
7� � + �2

�
� E

2G�
and E >

2��
21 � E2G�. The feasible region for this setting consists of all E 2 (E2G�;E

2G�
);  = 1; and

� 2 (0; 1]. Proposition 5 con�rms that our main model�s results do not depend on a sole gray

market �rm.

Proposition 5 Let �� = 
2 . In a setting with two gray marketers, market-creating investments,

and spillovers:

1. For all feasible regions, each �rm spends more on market-creating investments when gray

markets are active (i.e., x2G�i > x�i ; i = 1; 2).

2. Provided � > ��; there exists a boundary E� such that each �rm is strictly better o¤ with

gray markets (i.e., �2G�i > ��i ; i = 1; 2) for all feasible E > E
�. When � � ��; the �rms are

weakly worse o¤ with gray markets (i.e., �2G�i � ��i ; i = 1; 2) for all feasible E.

4.4 Price Competition

The analysis of the main model and extensions consider a standard Cournot Stackelberg game.

However, there are situations (e.g., disclosure choice, transfer pricing) where recasting a Cournot

model as di¤erentiated Bertrand competition leads to di¤erent conclusions. These alternate con-

clusions often arise as quantities are strategic substitutes in a Cournot game whereas prices are

strategic complements in a Bertrand game. Thus, it is important to assess whether inferences

developed under one type of competition continue to hold under another. We denote the price

competition setting with the superscripts G� and �, respectively, to indicate active gray markets

or no gray markets.

When gray markets are active, recasting the model in a Bertrand setting presents practical

challenges. Speci�cally, the Bertrand model breaks down because the gray market �rm produces

a perfect substitute to its domestic counterpart and has a higher cost base. In such a setting, the

optimal solution for the original manufacturer would be to lower its prices in the domestic market

to a level marginally below the gray market competitor�s cost (i.e., the retail price in the emerging
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market) to preclude any arbitrage opportunity. This reasoning suggests that gray markets should

not be observed when �rms compete in prices and the gray marketed product is a perfect substitute

for the authorized product. Nevertheless, gray markets are observed in categories characterized by

price setting competition.

Accordingly, we model the gray market in this context by assuming that the gray marketer is

a price taker rather than a price setter, similar to the approach of Gaskins (1971). We model the

gray market as a price-taking, competitive fringe player that incurs a quadratic cost to purchase

stock.

Importantly, we con�rm that the tenor of the Cournot results continue to hold in a Bertrand

setting. Speci�cally, we �nd that: 1.) for all feasible regions, each �rm spends more on market-

creating investments when gray markets are active (i.e., xG�i > x�i ; i = 1; 2), and 2.) provided

� > �� = 
2�2 ; there exists a boundary E

� such that each �rm is strictly better o¤ with gray

markets (i.e., �G�i > ��i ; i = 1; 2) for all feasible E > E�. Moreover, when � � ��; the �rms are

weakly worse o¤ with gray markets (i.e., �G�i � ��i ; i = 1; 2) for all feasible E. All proofs are

available from the authors.

5 Conclusion

The prevalence of gray markets has been of interest to researchers given that their existence gen-

erally leads to lower pro�ts globally for original manufacturers. Our analysis shows that this

conventional wisdom holds in a standard model where the sizes of the domestic and emerging mar-

kets are taken as given. Speci�cally, with two competing manufacturers, gray markets lead to more

pro�ts in the emerging market (i.e., in the exporting country), but they also lead to lower pro�ts

in the domestic market (i.e., the importing country). The net e¤ect of this dynamic is to make the

original manufacturers worse o¤ globally.

However, emerging markets often lack the infrastructure, supply chain partners and brand

awareness that manufacturers have developed over many years in the home market. As a result,

�rms that enter emerging markets often make demand-building investments to address these �weak-

nesses�. Thus, we expand the standard model to incorporate two new ingredients: (1) manufacturers

can choose to make investments that build emerging market demand, and (2) these investments

have the potential to create positive externalities on a rival�s demand. In this setting, we identify

conditions where the manufacturers are better o¤ with gray markets than without them.

First, we �nd that when manufacturers invest to develop emerging markets, they invest more
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when gray markets are present. This outcome arises because not only does each �rm invest to

increase emerging market consumption, but also to increase the gray market�s cost base. Moreover,

when positive externalities such as investment spillovers exist, the increase in market demand for

one product indirectly increases the demand for the other. These externalities, in turn, make each

�rm�s investment more e¢ cient. Taken together, because �rms make strictly larger investments

in emerging markets when gray markets are active, and those investments are more e¢ cient when

investments confer positive externalities, �rms can earn higher pro�ts in the presence of gray

markets than without them.

Our model also has several limitations. For example, we abstract away from the individual

players that are active in the distribution channel. In particular, resellers and distributors may

actively participate (or not) in gray market activity. Moreover, there are clearly alternate expla-

nations for why �rms do not make e¤orts to eliminate gray markets. For example, it is possible

that the cost to implementing a control system to stop gray market activity is prohibitive. This

is certainly plausible given how elusive gray markets are. These issues are not re�ected in our

analysis. Nevertheless, we show that there are often conditions where �rms have an incentive to

permit the diversion of product from the emerging market to the home market, even if there is no

cost to controlling the diversion.

The collective results suggest that �rms in certain sectors prone to investment spillovers (like the

technology sector) may not invest in control systems meant to eliminate gray market distribution,

because they may be better o¤ investing in market creation and allowing gray markets to persist.

This result may explain why some �rms do not implement adequate management control systems in

settings where we would expect them to be useful (i.e., the prevention of unauthorized distribution),

while other �rms implement controls to mitigate gray market �ow. Finally, the results might also

drive the observed variation in regulatory responses to gray markets. In particular, a regulator may

be more apt to stop gray market activity in industries where manufacturers�investments provide

negligible spillover e¤ects on a rival�s demand.
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